





Cover Photo. Expression of hepatitis C virus (HCV) NS3 protein and caspase-8 in Vero cells. Cells were cotransfected with plasmids
expressing FLAG-tagged HCV NS3 and green-fluorescence protein (GFP)-tagged caspase-8 mutant and stained with DAPI and mouse anti-
FLAG antibody followed by Texas-Red-conjugated anti-mouse antibody. Nuclei are stained with DAPI (upper left panel), HCV-NS3 protein is
red (lower left panel), caspase-8 is green (upper right panel), and colocalization of GFP-NS3 and caspase-8 is yellow (lower right panel).
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Over 50% of known flaviviruses have been associated with human disease.The Flavivirus genus constitutes some of the most serious human
pathogens including Japanese encephalitis, dengue and yellow fever.
Flaviviruses are known for their complex life cycles and epidemic spread, and
are considered a globally-emergent viral threat.
Each Volume Contains:
Comprehensive approach to the scientific disciplines needed to unravel the
complexities of virus-host interactions
Describes the technologies that have contributed to our current knowledge about
the Flaviviruses
Identifies the major problems faced in understanding the virus-host interactions
that result in disease
An exhaustive compendium of current and past knowledge on the Flavivirus family
Volume 59
Structure, Replication and Evolution 
This first volume presents the latest research covering the conceptual advances
on aspects such as the characterization of virus structure, cellular receptors,
mechanisms of virus entry, host and viral components of the RNA replicase.
December 2003, Hardback, 339 pp., $139.95/ £94.95, ISBN: 0120398591
Volume 60
Pathogenesis and Immunity  
This volume examines the processes by which the flaviviruses cause disease,the
different cytopathic effects and the associated immunopathological responses
produced in their hosts. 
December 2003, Hardback, 350 pp., $139.95/ £94.95, ISBN: 0120398605
Volume 61
Detection, Diagnosis and Vaccine Development 
This volume details the current status of technologies for detection and differentiation
of these viruses, their use in surveillance and outbreak investigation, and also
reviews the latest clinical research. 
December 2003, Hardback, 350 pp., $139.95/ £94.95, ISBN: 0120398613
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